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With Infor Automotive, you get a purpose-built,
comprehensive suite of solutions with a
micro-vertical focus.
Specialized tools

For your industry

–– Quote new business quicker and more reliably.

Industry-specific capabilities, including new product introduction

–– Launch new programs more efficiently and at lower cost.

and program management, supply chain management, production

–– Collaborate better with customers and suppliers to manage

the increased complexity of programs and products while
reducing costs.
–– Increase aftermarket order fill rates without additional inventory.
–– Increase customer satisfaction and retention.
–– Manage all customer requirements and government compliance

without needing additional resources.
–– Get more output from existing production assets, without investing

additional capital.

management, asset management, and financial management that include
best practices and role-based dashboards.
–– Modern solution with a beautiful new user experience, enterprise

collaboration framework, and pervasive analytics embedded through
process flows.
–– Designed and built by automotive experts for the auto industry.
–– An advanced suite of industry-specific, integrated automotive

business solutions drawn from every level of the value chain.
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Infor Automotive Tier 1 solution map
Infor SoHo User Experience
Infor Motion™ Micro-vertical Mobile Apps

Infor Ming.le™ Social Business

Analytics Pervasive, Embedded Business Intelligence
Product lifecycle
management

Program management
NPI/APQP

Shop floor control
and manufacturing

OEM-specific shipping

Asset management and
sustainability/
customer-owned tools

Forecasting/ Budget
S&OP

Supplier collaboration/
MMOG

Manufacturing planning
and execution

OEM-specific labeling/
end-on-line/shipping

Quality management

EDI trading partners/
cumulative demand
accounting

Engineering change
management

Repetitive/JIT production

In-Sequence Shipping

Finance, compliance,
and reporting

Technology
Local.ly Cloud-based Localizations (Tax Reporting,
Accounting, Bank Messages)

Infor ION® Integration, Workflow, Alerts, Business Vault,
Business Intelligence

Infor Mongoose Rapid Application Development

Infor Business Cloud™ Hybrid, SaaS, Infor Sky Vault™
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Infor Automotive Aftermarket Parts solution map
Infor SoHo User Experience
Infor Motion™ Micro-vertical Mobile Apps

Infor Ming.le™ Social Business

Analytics Pervasive, Embedded Business Intelligence
Product lifecycle
management

Program management
NPI

Shop floor control
and manufacturing

Logistics

Asset management and
sustainability

Forecasting/S&OP

Supplier collaboration

Manufacturing planning
and execution

Travel and expense
management

Quality management

EDI aftermarket/IPO

E-commerce

Job order/repetitive/JIT
production

Warehouse/inventory
management

Finance, compliance,
and reporting

Technology
Local.ly Cloud-based Localizations (Tax Reporting,
Accounting, Bank Messages)

Infor ION® Integration, Workflow, Alerts, Business Vault,
Business Intelligence

Infor Mongoose Rapid Application Development

Infor Business Cloud™ Hybrid, SaaS, Infor Sky Vault™
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Specialty Vehicle/OEM solution map
Infor SoHo User Experience
Infor Motion™ Micro-vertical Mobile Apps

Infor Ming.le™ Social Business

Analytics Pervasive, Embedded Business Intelligence
Product lifecycle
management

Estimate/quote and
proposal

Sequenced vehicle
manufacturing planning
and scheduling

Quality management

Warranty /recall
management

Budget/forecasting/
planning

Supplier collaboration
and execution

Shop floor control and
manufacturing

Shipping and logistics

Asset management

Vehicle configuration/
ordering

Engineering change
management

In-sequence assembly

Dealer aftermarket parts/
service

Finance, compliance,
and reporting

Technology
Local.ly Cloud-based Localizations (Tax Reporting,
Accounting, Bank Messages)

Infor ION® Integration, Workflow, Alerts, Business Vault,
Business Intelligence

Infor Mongoose Rapid Application Development

Infor Business Cloud™ Hybrid, SaaS, Infor Sky Vault™
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Automotive capabilities
Automotive
OEM

Specialty
Vehicles

Aftermarket and
Service Parts

Suppliers

Assembly control/
line sequencing

Product/sales configuration/
feature-based ordering

Demand planning

Quoting/launch

Product catalogs

Program/project

New product design and
introduction (NPDI)

Build-to-order/make-to-order/
configure-to-order

Complex pricing

Multi-logistics planning

Engineering change
management

Field service

Aftermarket service field
and depot

Supply chain collaboration

NPDI
Asset management/
preventive maintenance

Kanban/repetitive
Service parts management

Engineering change
management

Quality management
Dealer/service operations

Finished vehicle logistics
VIN/serialization
Vehicle recall
management/traceability

Aftermarket distributor
(non-manufacturing)

Automotive EDI
trading partners
NPDI
Engineering change
management
Compliance
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Resources
Brochures
Increase productivity, shorten product development and
introduction times, reduce errors and increase speed in
order management, and more, with Infor LN for Automotive.

White papers and technical papers
Discover what technology you need to meet today’s
challenges in the automotive industry. Read the executive brief:
The future of automotive manufacturing.

Read the brochure.

Get your products to market quicker, do a better job of
matching up supply with demand, and manage your
operations more efficiently with Infor SyteLine for Automotive.
Read the brochure.

Configure and assemble vehicles faster and more efficiently
with Infor Automotive for Specialty Vehicle Builders.
Read the brochure.

Get a complete, end-to-end solution that helps you meet
industry standards, reduce engineering time and costs, lower
inventory, and decrease obsolescence with Infor Automotive
for Aftermarket Manufacturers. Read the brochure.
Achieve seamless online collaboration with suppliers,
eliminate value-added network charges, and reduce lead time
with Infor Supplier Exchange for Automotive. Read the brochure.
Satisfy increasingly stringent OEM demands, adapt to a faster
pace of business, easily integrate capabilities outside core
ERP, and more, with Infor XA on Power 7+ Entry Edition for
automotive manufacturers. Read the brochure.

Learn the six steps that automotive suppliers should take to
embrace growth by making faster, profitable decisions.
Read the white paper: Drive faster, profitable growth for tier suppliers.
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Resources
Customer stories

Infor 10x suite for Infor Automotive

Ferrari improved processes and the efficiency of the logistics
supply chain at all stages of manufacturing with Infor solutions.

Infor 10x Starter Guide

Read the story. Watch the video.
eBrief: Infor 10x Specialized by industry

Guangzhou Automobile Group Ltd. chose Infor over the
competition because of Infor’s industry specialization, quality,
and TCO. Watch the video.
Jardine Motors Group improved its budgeting, forecasting,
and decision making with Infor Enterprise Performance
Management solutions. Find out how.
Nissan improved the effectiveness and efficiency of its HR
services, while lowering cost, thanks to Infor Enwisen HR
Service Delivery. Find out how.
Saab Automotive took control of its planning and maximized
its fulfillment with Infor software. Read the story.

More information

Contact Infor

About Infor
Infor is fundamentally changing the way information is published and consumed in the enterprise,
helping 70,000 customers in 194 countries improve operations, drive growth, and quickly adapt to
changes in business demands. To learn more about Infor, please visit www.infor.com.

Disclaimer
This document reflects the direction Infor may take with regard to the specific product(s) described in
this document, all of which is subject to change by Infor in its sole discretion, with or without notice to
you. This document is not a commitment to you in any way and you should not rely on this document
or any of its content in making any decision. Infor is not committing to develop or deliver any specified
enhancement, upgrade, product or functionality, even if such is described in this document.
Copyright © 2013 Infor. All rights reserved. The word and design marks set forth herein are trademarks and/or registered
trademarks of Infor and/or related affiliates and subsidiaries. All other trademarks listed herein are the property of their
respective owners.
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